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		Welcome to the Centre for Languages, Culture and Communication

	







The mission of the Centre for Languages, Culture and Communication is to deliver excellent teaching and scholarship in the fields of humanities, languages and science communication.

We also run a thriving programme of daytime and evening Adult Education Classes in the arts, humanities, languages and sciences open to everyone.

 Teaching excellence and a focus on the student experience is at the heart of everything we do. Whilst Imperial is an institution focused on science, technology, engineering and medicine (STEM), we recognize the importance of a well-rounded education to equip our students with the skills and knowledge necessary to thrive in the fast-changing word of tomorrow: at the Centre for Languages, Culture and Communication we provide STEMs with roots. 

 To learn more about our activities, please click on the boxes below, or take a look at our Annual Reports.
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               Imperial Horizons

               CLCC's flagship programme for undergraduate students. Innovative modules in Humanities, Social Sciences, Languages and Global Challenges designed to stimulate personal, professional and intellectual growth, and place undergraduate degrees in a wider context.
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           Adult Education Classes

           Hugely popular adult education day and evening classes in the arts, humanities, languages and science open to everybody.

           
           More information
           

       

          

   

   
       
                  
            
           

           
               Languages

               Interactive language learning opportunities offered across the Imperial Horizons, Evening and Lunchtime Learning programmes. Specialist provision for undergraduates on degrees programmes with a Language for Science and Year Abroad tuition. 

               
               More information
               

           

              

   






   I-Explore, Bespoke, Sci Comm

       
           
                          
                   
               

               
               I-Explore

               I-Explore is a broad portfolio of degree credit modules, providing an opportunity for UG students to broaden their knowledge and tackle a subject area outside of their core discipline. Taken in either Year 2 or 3 (depending on department), I-Explore modules are designed to broaden perspectives, give new context to students' disciplinary knowledge and allow the sharing of expertise for the benefit of society. 
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           Horizons Bespoke

           A framework for CLCC personnel to support Departments in designing and delivering innovative, cross-disciplinary modules that are aligned with Imperial's Learning and Teaching Strategy.

           
           More information
           

       

          

   

   
       
                  
            
           

           
               Science Communication Unit

               Offering two highly regarded MSc programmes in Science Communication and Science Media Production. Scholarly research in Science Communication.

               
               More information
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				I-Explore students weave data and culture in new interdisciplinary DO project
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				Horizons student wins FoNS creative writing contest
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				Bruno Bower: Reassessing Operetta
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